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Abstract. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are increas-
ingly becoming accepted for many EPC Network applications. However,
RFID systems have some privacy problems. In this paper, a system for
missing child location tracking in the EPC Network applications, is pro-
posed. The proposed system improves security and privacy compared to
existing applications, while also keeping in line with traditional proce-
dures, commonly accepted by most industrial applications. The proposed
MCLT (Missing Child Location Tracking) system can protect users’ pri-
vacy while providing location tracking of the RFID tag.
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1 Introduction

The main technology of the EPC Network consists of a RFID system that
recognizes and manages RFID tags by use of the Radio Frequency (RF) sig-
nal. Low-cost RFID tags can be read, and information can be updated without
any physical contact. Therefore, RFID systems have become popular for au-
tomated identification in EPC Network applications [8, 14, 20, 23, 25]. However,
this technology creates new problems, the most important being the invasion of
users’ privacy. Thus, several methods for protecting the users’ location privacy
have been proposed [11, 12, 17, 19, 21, 22, 28, 29].
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However, previous protocols do not resolve security and privacy problems
such as location tracking, location history disclosure, and counterfeiting (see [19]
for more details). In addition, the proposed protocols are not suitable for ubiq-
uitous computing environment, and using distributed databases. In particular,
although the RFID tag enables location based applications to be more effective,
it may also allow access to information regarding users location, without their
agreement. Location based services rely on the availability of user location in-
formation. However, location information is sensitive, therefore, releasing this
information to random entities may create security and privacy problems. In
particular, the previous protocols are not suitable for location based systems for
missing child location tracking in EPC Network applications.

In this paper, a system for missing child location tracking using EPC Network
applications is proposed. In this proposed MCLT system: (1) the user registers
with the registration authority (RMA in this paper), (2) the registration author-
ity issues the user with a tag which, for privacy, includes an anonymous-EPC,
(3) access to tag information is permitted only by authorized administrators,
and (4) for anonymity, the authentication process is performed using a random
response at each authentication process between the tag and the reader. In addi-
tion, the location of a user can be securely and effectively tracked by authorized
administrators, such as in the case of finding a missing child (the tagged user
(tag holder)).

The subsequent sections of this paper are organized as follows. After shortly
discussing the EPC Network and the associated components in Section 2, security
and privacy requirements for the proposed system are presented in Section 3. In
Section 4, the EPC Network based MCLT (Missing Child Location Tracking)
System is proposed, enabling the protection of users’ privacy, while allowing
location tracking of the tagged user (tag holder) by authorized administrators
when a child is missing. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 The EPC Network

The EPC Network includes several components, the EPC, tag, reader, EPC In-
formation Server (EPCIS), Object Name Service (ONS), and Middleware [1, 2,
5–7, 10, 16, 24].

•EPC: The binary representation of the EPC (Electronic Product Code), a
combination of Header, EPC Manager, Object Class, and Serial Number. Header
identifies the version, length, tag type, and structure of the code. EPC Manager
identifies a company, a manager, or an organization. In short, it indicates a
manufacturer ID. Object Class indicates article classification (manufacturer’s
product ID). The class number must be unique for all given domains. Serial
Number is unique for every class and non-repeating for each object class code.
•EPC Middleware: EPC Middleware manages EPC data received from the
reader, provides alerts, and reads information for communication to the EPCIS
(EPC Information Services) or the company’s other existing information sys-



tems. EPCglobal is developing a software interface standard for services enabling
data exchange between an EPC reader or network of readers and information
systems. EPC middleware designed to process the stream of tag data coming
from one or more readers, and this particular piece of software manages readers.
•RFID Tags and Readers: RFID systems are basically composed of tags and
readers. The tag generally consists of an IC chip and an antenna. The IC chip in
the tag is used for data storage and logical operations, whereas the coiled antenna
is used for communication with the reader. The reader generally consists of an
RF module, control unit, and coupling element to interrogate electronic tags via
RF communication. The RFID tag is either an active or a passive tag1). The
EPC is stored on this tag. Tags communicate their EPCs to readers using a
RF signal. The readers communicate with tags using the RF signal and deliver
information to application systems with EPC middleware.
•EPC Information Service: EPCIS (EPC Information Services) enables users
to exchange EPC-related data with trading partners through the EPC Network.
EPCIS provides EPC Network related data available in PML format to request
services. Data available through the EPCIS may include tag data collected from
EPC middleware such as date of manufacture, expiry date, and product infor-
mation.
•Discovery Service: The ONS provides a global lookup service, translating
EPCs into one or more Internet Uniform Reference Locators (URLs), where
further information regarding the object may be retrieved. In short, the ONS
provides yellow page services for the EPC Network, allowing participants to
quickly discover the server in the EPC Network containing the information as-
sociated with a particular EPC. The ONS works same as Domain Name Service
(DNS), the foundation naming protocol for the Internet.

3 Security and Privacy Requirements for the Proposed
System

In EPC Network applications, especially location based services such as missing
child location tracking services, the availability of the users’ location informa-
tion is depended on. However, users usually prefer their location information to
be kept secret, because their personal location information is regarded as sen-
sitive. Therefore, only authorized entities should have access to users’ location
information, and only when necessary [15].

In this section, security and privacy requirements for the proposed system
are described. For users’ privacy, the EPC of the tag should not be known to the
reader or system; only authentication of the tag should be provided. In addition,
only authorized administrators should have access to location information, and

1) The active tag possesses a battery and actively transmits information to the reader
for communication. The passive tag must be inductively powered from the RF signal
of the reader since RFID tags usually do not possess their own battery power supply.
In this paper, the passive tag used to accomplish a hash operation.



only when necessary [15].

Anonymity : The recipient of a response generated by the tag can verify that
it is a valid response of the query, but cannot discover which tag created it.
Unlinkability : The recipient of a response generated by the tag can verify that
it is a valid response of the query, but cannot be decided whether two responses
have been generated by the same tag.
Traceability : The EPC of the tag should be encrypted and stored in a Regis-
tration and Management Authority (RMA). Location tracking of the tag holder
should be possible only through the cooperation of authorized administrators,
and only in an emergency situation, such as when a child goes missing.

4 Proposed MCLT System

For the proposed system, the Registration and Management Authority (RMA) is
defined. The RMA is a trusted security center managed by a public institution
for the registration and location tracking of a user. The RMA consists of a
Registration Server and EPC Network components.

The Registration Server issues a tag to the user and stores related infor-
mation such as telephone number and address of the user in the database. To
satisfy security and privacy requirements (see section 3.), the Registration Server
generates the EIDi (encrypted value of the EPCi) of the Tagi. In this paper, for
encryption of the EIDi, cryptographic secret sharing methods are adopted [3, 4,
9, 13, 18, 26, 27].

Header EPC Manager Object Class (OC) Serial Number (SN)EPC

Header
EID Manager
(RMA’s ID)

Encrypted value

::::

Proposed EID::::

Fig. 1. EID : encrypted value of the EPC

Fig. 1 present EID and Fig. 2 presents the proposed system. For the proposed
system example, it is assumed that the user travels around three local EPC
Network zones in a regular sequence (e.g., school, wear shop, and restaurant
zone).

4.1 User Registration

Fig. 3 presents the user registration process for the proposed system.

[ Notations and Parameters ]

– P : a set of participant Admis, P = {Adm1, Adm2, · · · , Admn}
– p : a large prime number, where p > 2512

– q : a prime number, where q | p− 1
– g : an element over ZZp, where ord(g) = q
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Fig. 2. The EPC Network based MCLT System with Improved Privacy

– Admi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) : administrators of RMA.
– yAdm : a group public key of administrators
– ENC() : a public key encryption scheme
– H() : cryptographically secure hash-functions
– EPCi : the EPC of the tagi

– EIDi : encrypted value of EPCi (EIDi=ENC(EPCi))
– MIDi : meta-ID of Tagi

– IDi : ID of the local EPC Network
– RR, Ri : random number chosen by the reader and the tagi

[ User Registration ]

EPC IS
(EPC Database)

User Registration Server

Tag i

[ EPC Database ] 

RMA 
(Registration & Management Authority)

EPCi

EPCi    Useri Info    Ri    Rj    Rk   … EPCi    Useri Info    

Admin1 Adminn

…………
…………Admin2

USER i

(1) registration
request 

(3) EID i

(2) issue an EPCi  and generates EIDi

Fig. 3. User Registration for the proposed system

1. Useri make an application2) for registration to RMA.

2) For registration, useri provide information such as an address, telephone number,
family exemplification, and so on. The RMA stores this information in a database.



2. Registration server in RMA,
(a) issues an EPCi and then subsequently encrypts it.
(b) the encrypted value EIDi is written to the Tagi.

( The generation of the Group public key )

¬ Every administrator (Admi | i ∈ {1, · · · , n}) selects ri ∈R Zq at random
and broadcasts yi = gri mod p to all other administrators in the set Si.

Si = {Admj | j ∈ {1, · · · , n} AND i 6= j}
 To distribute ri, each Admi randomly selects a polynomial fi of degree

t− 1 in Zq such that fi(0) = ri, i.e.,

fi(x) = ri + ai,1x + ai,2x
2 + · · · + ai,t−1x

t−1

with ai,1, · · · , ai,t−1 ∈R Zq, and transmits fi(j) mod q to Admj in a
secure manner (∀j 6= i). Each Admi also broadcasts values

gai,1mod p , · · · , gai,t−1 mod p

® From distributed fj(i) (∀j 6= i), Admi checks whether, for each j,

gfj(i) = yj · (gaj,1)i1 · · · (gaj,t−1)it−1
mod p

¯ Let H = {Admj | Admj is not detected to be cheating at step 3 }. Every
Admi computes the share si secretly, and computes the group public key
yAdm.

si =
∑

j∈H

fj(i) , yAdm =
∏

j∈H

yj

( The encryption of EPC )

° To encrypt each EPCi, Adm1 picks ti,1 ∈R Zq and computes gti,1 mod p.
Then, Adm1 transmits the result to Adm2.

± The Adm2 selects ti,2 ∈R Zq and computes (gti,1)ti,2 mod p. Then, Adm2

transmits the result to Adm3.
² The final participant Admi(i 6= n) computes gti = (gti,1,ti,2,···)ti,n mod p

and broadcasts the result to all other Admn.
³ Through the cooperation of n Admi, the ciphertext of EPCi is generated

as follows. Where OC‖SNi is the value of concatenated object class and
serial number, detailed in Fig. 1.
EIDi = ENC(EPCi) = (gti , A), where A = ((yAdm)ti ·(OC‖SNi)mod p)

3. The Tagi is issued to useri. The Tagi contains the encrypted value EIDi

instead of the EPCi.
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4.2 MID Registration and Tag Authentication

The following steps demonstrate the MID registration and authentication process
in each local EPC Network. In this subsection, the registration and authenti-
cation processes in the school zone (local EPC Network) are described. The
processes of other local EPC Network zones are identical to the processes in the
school zone. Fig. 4 demonstrates MID registration and tag authentication in the
case of the school zone.

[ MID Registration ]

The following steps represent the MID registration process in each local Net-
work, through the EPC Network system [7, 16]. The detailed protocol of MID
registration in the school zone as follows:

1. The school zone EPC Network system transmits the registration request to
the Tagi.

2. Tagi generates a random number Ri, and then computes MIDSCH and stores
it. Then the Tagi transmits MIDSCH to the system. Fig. 5 presents the
updated information in the Tagi.

· tag −→ system : MIDSCH=H(EIDi, Ri), Ri

EID i MID SCH …..MID WEAR MID RES( In case of the Wear shop ) ( In case of the Restaurant ) Updated  information

Fig. 5. Updated information in the Tagi

3. When the local middleware receives data from the Tagi, the local middleware
can be configured to transmit the data further to the local EPCIS. Then local
EPCIS stores MIDSCH in a database for authentication of the Tagi.



4. After Step 3, the local EPCIS searches the URL of the Tagi’s issuer for
MIDSCH registration. In the case where the URL of the Tagi is unknown to
the system, the system will consult the ONS to obtain the URL of the Tagi.

5. If the local ONS is unable to transform the Tagi into an URL, the ONS will
query other ONS systems higher in the ONS hierarchy, and may potentially
make an enquiry to the global ONS via the Internet. The correct URL will
then be transmitted to the local EPCIS.

6. Then, local EPCIS transmits the registration message and Ri to the RMA.
The RMA performs a brute-force search to retrieve the EPC; Upon receiving
the Ri, the RMA calculates MIDSCH for all EPC’s stored in the database.
Only when it finds a match to MIDSCH (received from the system) has it
identified the right EPC. If the above procedure is successful, the RMA stores
Ri in their database (see fig. 6-demonstrates how information is updated in
the RMA for the Tagi.).

EPCi Useri Info ( In case of the Wear shop ) ( In case of the Restaurant ) Updated  information

Ri Rj Rk

[ EPC Database ]

…..

Fig. 6. Updated information of the Tagi in RMA

[ Tag authentication ]

After completing MID registration, the local EPC Network performs authen-
tication of the tag [15, 19].

Fig. 7 presents the detailed protocol of authentication in the school zone.

School Zone Tag iReader

query, RR

S, Ri’S,  RR , Ri’

H (MIDSCH , R’i ) H (MIDSCH , R’i )

Fig. 7. Tag authentication protocol

¬ RFID reader transmits a query to the Tagi with RR.
 The Tagi generates random number R′i. Then the Tagi computes a response

S(= H(MIDSCH , R′i, RR)) and transmits it to the reader with R′i.
® The reader transmits RR to the system with S and R′i.



¯ The local EPC Network system computes hash value S′ using the stored
MIDSCH . Then the system subsequently compares it with S, received from
the reader to authenticate the Tagi.

· System : received S
?= computed S′

If the authentication is successful, the system transmits H(MIDSCH , R′i) to
the reader.

° The reader transmits the H(MIDSCH , R′i) received from the system to the
Tagi.
Then, to authenticate the system, the the Tagi computes H(MIDSCH , R′i)
and compares it with the value received from the reader. If authentication
is successful, the system is authenticated.

· tag : computed H(MIDSCH , R′i)
?= received H(MIDSCH , R′i)

4.3 Location Tracking Process

In this subsection, the location tracking process in the proposed system in case
of finding a missing child, is described. Fig. 8 presents the processes of location
tracking the Tagi.

School Zone

Wear shop
zone 

Remote Local
EPC network 

Remote Local
EPC network 

Restaurant
zone

RMA

Registration
Server

EPC DS
(ONS)

EPC IS

EPC
Middleware

EPCi Useri  Info. Ri Rj Rk

Intermediate
ONS

Global
ONS

Tag i

Missing point !

3. checks 

1. request missing child
    location tracking

2. identification

  4. request and respond 
      the tracking information
      of Tag i

5. Who can read Tagi ?
    � request and respond         
        the tracking information           
        of Tag i

Fig. 8. Missing child location tracking

1. When parents are missing a child, an occurrence of a missing child is reported
and location tracking of the tag is requested to the RMA. The parents trans-
mit related information (e.g., such as address, telephone number, and family
exemplification for verify the identity of the requestor) with a request mes-
sage.

2. The RMA verifies the identity of the requestor using the received information
and the stored information in the user registration phase.



3. The RMA searches the local EPC Network related specific to the Tagi. To
achieve this step, the RMA requires at least t (n ≥ t) shared information
among n. Since the MIDi is encrypted. Therefore, only authorized adminis-
trators can identify the MIDi of the tagi. If X = {Adm1, Adm2, · · · , Admt}
is a qualified subset to recover the MIDi, the recovery phase is operated as
follows;
¬ Through the cooperation of every Admi ∈ X, the value r1 + r2 + · · · + rt mod

p is recovered using polynomial interpolation [26].
 Each Admi ∈ X computes (gti)r1 + r2 + ··· + rt using a stored gti .
® Each Admi ∈ X computes the EIDi as follows;

EIDi = A / (gti)r1 + r2 + ··· + rt

4. To retrieve the specific local EPC Network for the Tagi, the RMA computes
the meta-ID (MIDi of the Tagi).

· computes H(EIDi,Ri) −→ MIDSCH

computes H(EIDi,Rj) −→ MIDWEAR

computes H(EIDi,Rk) −→ MIDRES

5. Then, the RMA requests the log information of the Tagi and reads the Tagi

at each local EPC Network. Then the local EPC Network responds to the
Tagi read with a success or failure. If each local EPC Network fails to read
the Tagi, the local EPC Network transmits the log information of the Tagi

to the RMA. (see fig. 9)

Wear shop 
Zone

MIDSCH score attendance departmant log Etc … 

MIDRES taste Favorite price log Etc … 

MIDWEAR size color brand log Etc … 

School Zone

RMA

Restaurant 
Zone

Response  :     read fail  -  Nov, 25. 2005 
                                            arrive : 09:00 am  /  leave : 13:00 pm           

Response  :     read fail  -  Nov, 25. 2005 
                                            arrive : 13:05 pm  /  leave : 15:00 pm           

Response  :     read fail  -  Nov, 25. 2005 
                                            no information : not yet … …            

Fig. 9. Response of each local EPC Network

6. After receiving responses, the RMA analyzes the received information (see
in Fig. 9) and predicts where the child located, in the example below, this
is between the wear shop and the restaurant.

7. The RMA requests a remote local EPC Network (the local EPC Network
of the wear shop, restaurant, and its outskirts) to read the Tagi via the
hierarchical ONS system. If the process does not find a missing child, the
RMA requests an extension to neighboring districts.



8. Finally, the RMA retrieves the location of the missing child successfully. As
a result, the missing child is now found.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a system for missing child location tracking in EPC Networks,
with improved privacy, is proposed. In the proposed system, the tag embeds EID
instead of the EPC, to provide improved privacy for the user. Then registration
authority issues tag to the user, which, for privacy, includes an anonymous-EPC.

In conclusion, the following four points are stated: (1) access to the informa-
tion of the tag is permitted only to authorized administrators, (2) the authen-
tication process is performed using a random response at each authentication
process between the tag and the reader, and (3) the location of the tag user
can be securely and effectively tracked by authorized administrators, such as,
in the case of retrieving a missing child. (4) In addition, although the autho-
rized administrator kept one tag, other tags do not add any security and privacy
problems. Therefore, the proposed system can be satisfied with unlinkability,
anonymity and traceability.
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